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Section 2A
Inspection Summary: Combined Inspection Report for Insaection Conducted

November I - JU, 1984 (Rep 9rt Nos. 50-352/84-65, 50-353/34-14
Areas Inspected: Routine inspections by the resident inspector, and 3 region-based
inspectors of: followup on outstanding inspection items: followup on IE Bulletins;
general walkthrough inspections; followup on Licensee Events, maintenance activities;
Control Room habitability; cold weather preparation; and physical security. This
inspection involved 104 hours for Unit 1, 2 hours for Unit 2 by the resident inspector
and 131 hours for Unit 1 by region-based inspectors. :
Results: Four violations were identified: inadequate design control implementation
(para.3.1.1); inadequate surveillance procedure and recirculation pump start with- |

out performing the required surveillance test (para. 3.1.2); Unmonitored Liquid
'

Release (para.4.4);inadequatecontrol~ofmaintenanceactivities(para.5).The
first violation is significant because it reflects a recurring problem at Limerick
with design change control and implementation. The other violations resulted from
personnel errors by the plant staff and added attention to detail in the perfonnance
of activities may be needed to avert recurrences.
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DETAILS

. 1. . Persons Contacted-v
y

Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo)

IJ. M._ Corcoran, Field 0A Branch Head
J. Doering, Operations Engineer
P. Duca, Technical Engineer
J. Franz, Assistant Station Superintendent
G.' Leitch, Jtation Superintendent

Bechtel Construction Incorporated

W. McCullough,'Phojec^t Startup Engineer

General Electric Company (GE)

R. ' Ballou, Stabtup Operation's O
'

A. Jenkins., 0perations Manager e

P.,Pagano, Startup,.0perations <
,

,

Also, during"this inspeci: ion. period / the inspectors discussed plant
status and operational readiness.with'other supervisors and engineers

' in the1PECo,. Bechtel'and GE organizations. I- - ., ,| - . ;
. . |

2 Foll~owup on Outstarid''niInspect' ion Items Ii

2.1 % Violations 1
.s, w

,

, ,
,

, 'a. (Closed)" Violation 84-26'-05 JFailure to provide an Adequate'

Calibration Procedure for Primary Containment Vacuum Relief~'

Valve Position Indication System

The . inspector. had previously determined that the position
switches on primary containment vacuum relief valves did not.
have the sensitivity required to satisfy the requirements of
FSAR section 9.4.5~ or technical specification 4.6.4.1. The
licensee corrected this situation through.the installation of

. position switches that read vacuum relief valve disc position
directly from the disc rather than through.a linkage connected to
the valve shaft. The inspector reviewed Modification Design

' Change Package (MDCP) 109 and its associated safety evaluation -
and determined that it' adequately addressed the issue. The-

. inspector--verified through direct observation that this modifi--
: cation was performed on each of the vacuum breakers located in

. -the suppression chamber. Adequate!perfomance;of. the modified . <

position indicating system was demonstrated through ~ satisfactory
performance of surveillance test, ST-2-060-400-1"Contcinment
tSystems - Suppression Pool /Drywell Vacuum Breaker Setpoint Check
and Channel Calibration". The inspector has no further questions
at'this time.'

_

4.
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2.2 Unresolved Items

a. (Closed) Unre:;olved Item (50-352/84-47-01)' Deficiencies in Safe
Shutdown Procedures for Methods A,B,C, and D

The inspector reviewed the following revised proce'dures to ascertain
that the deficiencies identified in previous issues of these
procedures regarding procedure clarity and the need to identify
component locations were satisfactorily resolved by the licensee:

Procedure SE-8, Attachment A, Safe Shutdown--

Method A Revision 0

Procedure SE-8, Attachment B, Safe Shutdown--

Method B, Revision 0

Procedure SE-8, Attachment C, Safe Shutdown.--

Method C, Revision 0

Procedure SE-8, Attachment D, Safe Shutdown--

Method D, Revision 0

The inspector detennined that the resolution of the deficiencies
is acceptable. This item is closed.

b.(Closed)UnresolvedItem(50-352/84-47-02) Deficiencies in Safe
Shutdown Procedure for Method E

The licensee had agreed to correct the identified deficiencies
regarding component locations and sequences of operator actions in
the Method E procedure (SE-8, Attachment E, Safe Shutdown from
Remote Shutdown Panel, Revision A) by superceding this procedure
and incorporating its requirements into Procedure SE-1, Remote
Shutdown, Revision 1. The inspector reviewed the latter procedure

i and determined that tFe deficiencies were satisfactorily resolved.
| This item is closed.
|

| c.(Closed)UnresolvedItem(50-352/84-47-04) Additional Emergency
Lighting Required

The licensee installed additional emergency lighting in the corridor
leading from the door of Unit 2 control room to the remote shutdown
panel room and also in stairwells 3 and 4 of the Reactor Enclosure.

The inspector examined the installation and found it acceptable.
This item is resolved and closed.

i
|

l
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d. (Closed) Unresolved Item 50-352/84-49-02: Acceptability of the
scope and results of. preoperational- test 1P60.1, Drywell HVAC

The inspector reviewed SWA-60C-63, which documented the results of
testing for the drywell cooler drain flow detection system.' The
testing demonstrated the functional capabilities of flow elements
FE-87-120A, B, C, .D. G, and H and the actuation Lof flow alam
FAH-87-120 in the main control room.

t

i Regarding the startup times of drywell fans, the inspector noted
~

that the licensee continued to accept the times encountered.i

! during the preoperational test. -However, the licensee indicated-
that a note would be added to the system operating procedure

i. to identify that startup times ..for backup fans may be as long as
t4 minutes after shutdown of the running fan.'

:. ~

; The inspector detennined that, out' of the 4 fan combinations'

l' required operable to provide for containment atmospheric mixing
(fans-1AV1212/1AV2212,1BV1212/lBV2212,1GV1212/1GV2212,

! 1HV1212/lHV2212), 3 had transfer times of 30 seconds-and the-
remaining one1(1BV1212/lBV2212) had.a transfer time of between. >m

f V ~1 - and 2 ~ minutes.'* v
;-|~ -~ - ~,

p ( The; ins |pector had no f0rther questions regarding this item. .
_ c . s s-4 . s ,.

M , . e((Clossd); Unre' solve'd' Itiem '(3'52/84-55-03): Unconservative substitution
a

~

~i
: a of. fillet welding 'for' pipe supports

| % .~ - w.Ln,,,

i
^ This item eis J elated tethe identification of- Figure-22 of speci-r.

E Mfication No; 8031-P-319:which depicts a welded connection of a wide'

' ! flange > shape with~the' option to weld on the inside or outside of-

the-flangei TThe substitution of weld from the outside to the''
;

Q -inside' of the flange'was. determined to be unconservative by theg
j inspector since it resultsiin a reduced weld section. modulus

~ and subsequent increase in weld stresses.*

7
%

The inspector reviewed the' licensee's Finding Report No. N-430.

which documented the finding and the action taken for resolution
of this item. The licensee indicated that the substitution of
welds was allowed in the specification on the basis of general
conservatism in design and construction _ practices. Some of the

!- factors contributing to this conservatism were. stated to be:

o . Weld. sizes"specified or design drawings were always
|

rounded off to the nearest practical size
!

o' Sizing of welds was frequently determined on the basis' -

'

! of the most heavily loaded joint in the design process
.. and then the same weld size was used throughout identical
'

i joint configurations..

!
'

!

,

,
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o Standard hanger details in the design process
which were qualified to cover various design aspects
were used.

The licensee performed a sample review of 150 randomly selec'ted
supports with outside wide flange weld called out in the design.
A total of 189 welded joints were evaluated assuming the outside
weld was substituted for the inside. The inspector reviewed the
results of the licensee's evaluation. In all cases, the computed
stresses were found to be below the allowable limits, with many

casesconsiderably(W)sha
below that limit. It was also determined that

only wide flanfM) or (S) pes were used in pipe supports at Limerick
e

as opposed to shapes.

The licensee's sample evaluation was determined as acceptable to
qualify the existing support configurations. In addition, a
field change request (FCR) #P-1337 F was issued to revise Speci-
fication No. 8031-P-319. In this revision, section 4.7.11 and
figure 22, allowing the option to weld on the inside or outside
of the flange, are deleted from the specification. The inspector
reviewed the above FCR and determined this action to be acceptable
for application in future installations. This item is closed.

'

I2.3 Bulletins-
_

3
,

~s _.

c
_

, a.|(C16s'ed) IEB"78-03 Potential Explosive Gas Mixture Accumulations ,

Ass'oc'iated with BWR Offgas System Operations
,

.x.,
,

. Thisibulletin provided 'information on the accumulation of explosive
s ydrogen ~ mixtures, at a BWR facility. It was provided to the_ licenseeh

,

- for information. The inspector detemined that'the licensee
- ^ ' adequately addressed the bulletin's concerns through the review

of numerous licensee and Bechtel memoranda; off-nomal procedure
ON-103 " Control of Sustained Combustion in the Offgas System";
annunciator response cards ;1241,1243, and 1245; and the Limerick
Generating Station Maintenance Procedure Writer's Guide.

b. (Closed) IEB 84-03; Refueling Cavity Water. Seal -

This bulletin discussed an incident-in which the refueling' cavity
water seal failed and rapidly drained the refueling cavity at a
Pressurized Water Reactor. facility. Thezlicensee was required
to evaluate the potential for'and consequences of a refueling :
cavity water seal failure and provide a report to the NRC. ' The
inspector reviewed the licensee's response dated No_ ember 6,1984v
and determined that.it' adequately addressed the concerns |of this

_ bulletin. The licensee utilizes a metal bellows and a redundant:
inflatable ring seal to prevent water from entering the~ primary.
containment and the reactor building respectively. Certain design
features of these seals make a repeat of the bulletin subject ~
failure highly unlikely and in the event of any such failure, the.
physical . arrangement of refueling floor cavities ensures that all-
fuel will remain covered.

.We- - E -- y ,+ -k - m-e - wsc w -3.s ----- --w-w-r-w * +
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3. Plant Tour

3.1 Unit 1;

' Periodically during.the inspection period, the inspectors toured4

! the Unit 1 containment, the reactor enclosure, the control enclosure,
the turbine enclosure, the-diesel generator enclosures, the radwaste

|_
enclosure, and-the off gas enclosure. The inspectors examined
preventive and corrective maintenance, surveillance testing,' tagging

' of equipment, . housekeeping, radiological control practices,-
security,' refueling floor activities and general plant operations.i

The inspectors routinely toured the control room to verify
. proper control room manning, procedural compliance, safety system
availability, and nuclear instrumentation operability. " Operating

: logs, the jumper-bypass log, operating orders and plant trouble -
reports were reviewed to1 verify that all technical specification"

requirements were met. Interviews and discussions were routinely
conducted with licensee operators and staff. In addition, valve-

lineup verification checks were performed on the Emergency Service!

i Water, Standby Liquid Control, and Core Spray Systems. A
480 VAC Safeguard Power Distribution Alignment check was also
-performed for Divisions I and II,

3.1.1 ' Recirculation Pipe Whip Restraints .

'

s During a routine tour of the drywell, the' inspector noticed>

;

| the absence of certain pipe' whip restraints,on the recircu-'
lation pump suction lines. The restraints:in question are
' designated.as Rl A and R1B on General Electric drawing,

:ll2D,3256 Rev. 2. A licensee QA engineer was notified of, .

! y ..the' inspector's ' concerns and asked to provide the documen-
! ', tation authorizing the disassembly and removal. of the whip'

j /T ' irestraints'iriquestion.
,

' '

x i ; 1 -

'

/ * ? According.to Lthe documentation shown to the1 inspector byg. ..

: %# 5 ...s _-mithe <QAtEngineer, General Electric had provided to Bechtel
' ' ' '

! 'N -GE drawing ~112D3256 Rev. 2 which showed the cold gap shim
9 clearances on.recirculatio'n pipe whip' restraints. ;The. ,

.

4
. _,

"

drawing also showed that whip restraints designated as R2A, .

'

, , '

* R3A; R38,'R4A, and R4B were inactive and were not required.r ,'

';f - _/'
' -an'd.PEco Startup issued Startup Work Order (SWO)g, Bechtel

:to be assenbled. Upon receipt of this GE drawin'

f g
64A-131p 4

'
=/ to check the' clearances ~. This SWO also . included authoriza-

''

! tion to disas'semble and remove whip restraints WA02, WA03,.; c -

WB03, WA04 'and WB04 as 1abeled on Bechtel_ drawing-8031--
B32-G003-C-1.7;' However, because of labeling| .

N < differences-between the GE and Bechtel' drawings discussed'

| above, restraints WA03 and WB03 on the Bechtel print
'

f
r _ ,

- s

A

1
- ''

. ,

f

,

- (y :n.
5
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corresponded to restraints RlA and RlB on the GE print
and not R3A and R3B. Therefore, during the perfomance |
of SWO 64A-131, which was completed on August 21,1984, '

2. required restraints, designated as Rl A arid R1B on GE
drawing 112D3256 Rev. 2, were removed. The inspector
requested that the licensee identify the documents used to -)

-

control the change to the pipe whip restraint design,
but the licensee could not provide .any additional documen- '

i tation. The inspector therefore determined that the dis- |

assembly and removal of the required pipe whip restraints |

resulted from not adequately implementing design control<

measures commensurate with those applied to the original
design. Not implementing these measures is a violation
of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III. (50-352/84-65-01)
The licensee subsequently removed restraints R3A and R3B and
re-installed restraints RlA and RlB.

3.1.2 Startup of a Recirculation Pump Without Perfomance of
Required Surveillance Test

During a control room tour on 11/27/84, the inspector
reviewed surveillance test records associated with the
recirculation pump starts which occurred on 11/26/84,

.
As per system operating procedure S43.1A, surveillance
procedure ST-6-043-390-1 is required to be perfomed no more!

than 15 minutes prior to the startup of a recirculation ,

pump. This ST is used to document that the delta-temperature !

j requirements of Technical Specification 3.4.1.4 are met
t prior to startup of a pump.

The inspector, based on a review of operator logs,
; detemined that a series of single recirculation pump starts
! and stops occurred at around 8:30 a.m.,10:40 a.m. and
! 4:50 p.m. However, the inspector could not be provided
; with the completed ST results to support the 10:40 a.m.
~

startup of the B recirculation pump. . The inspector noted
that, prior to the startup of the recirculation pump
at about 10:40 a.m., one loop of residual heat removal
(RHR) was in operation in the shutdown cooling mode with
a suction from the B Recirculation loop and returns to both
recirculation loops. The RHR heat exchanger bypass valve
was full open and RHR Service Water was not being supplied
to the heat exchanger. Therefore, RHR should have provided
adequate circulation of the reactor vessel fluid thus

0preventing the 145 F vessel dome-to-bottom drain temperature
limit from being exceeded. Further, in conversations with

' the operators, the inspector learned that standard practice;
" for startup of the pumps has been to first crack open the
: idle pumph discharge valve to equalize the temperatures between

the loop and the reactor vessel. Therefore, it is likely

[
,

f

. . . . - . . .- . .
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0that the 50 F temperature difference limit between
the recirculation loop and the vessel was not exceeded.

,.

'

The inspector also reviewed ST-6-043-390-1 to compare it with
(_ ;the TS requirements.. <TS 3.4.1.4 includes limitations

on the temperature differences between the reactor vessel-

.- " ' " Isteam space coolant and the bottom. drain line coolant,^

tbetween an. idle' loop and the reactor vessel coolant and>,,

~i- betweenIrecirculation loops. The inspector noted that,

0
1s the~ST.did.not; assess the 50 F temperature difference<

,,

C limitation between' a<1oop and the vessel discussed ing,
' TS - 3.4.1.4a.3 Therefore,' the inspector determined that'

. u' -
.

f :the ST wasinot adequ' te to completely demonstrate compliance~ '< a
J : M

wi, t,h TS t 3.4;1.4.* ; ,
- ;y ,

,

Theln' pector infomed the Operating Engineer that thes
-ST' procedure'was~ inadequate and that the system procedure

,

-

'S 43J1A was riot 'followed during the startup of a pump
on'11/26/84. The inspector determined that the above
problems constitute'a violation of TS 6.8.1. (50-352/84-65-02)

3.2 Tour of. Unit.2

.On 11/5/84, the inspector toured Unit 2 to assess the acceptability
of storage maintenance controls for the-equipment installed or
stored in the Unit 2 reactor enclosure and drywell. The tour was
made in the company of a Quality Assurance Engineer from the >

licensee's Engineering and Research Department. The engineer
recorded the inspector's findings on Finding Reports N-435,
N-436 and N-437

,

The results of the tour indicated that, in general, the status of
equipment was acceptable, however, some items identified indicate ,

that more licensee attention to this area is warranted. The results
showed five instances where piping was stored without the required
end caps installed and five instances where the protective coverings
on equipment were deficient. Also,; the inspector noted the use
of wood for scaffolding on elevation 177-of the reactor enclosure
that did not appear to be treated with fire retardent material.

Lastly, the inspector noted that the floor drains in the reactor
enclosure were.not always being kept clean or covered to prevent-
the intrusion of foreign materials into the drain lines.? ~
Although this protection is not required by:the. site Job . Rules,

~

the inspecter requested that the licensee evaluate
affording some minimal protection for these lines. -

No violations were identified. However, the inspector will follow-
the. resolution of the Finding Reports (50-353/84-14-01).

p.
L - e

| ,

1

f
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4._ Followup on Licensee Events'

During the course of the inspection period, the inspector reviewed'
events which occurred and were reported to the NRC by the licensee:

_per. 10 CFR 50.72 or 10 CFR 50.73. The inspector's review assured -

accuracy of the information provided and assessed the safety signifi-
cance of the event. Further, the licensee's corrective actions were.

' reviewed. Below are shown' those, events which were reviewed::

f4.1 Full Scram Due to RPS Power Supply Failure' 4
, ,

'

. ~
_

.
. . . .

i At about 2:08 a.m.,11/9/84, a; full scram occurred as ajesult
of the loss of power to'the B channeliofsthe reactor protection-

i. ' system (RPS). Because _all'controlirods were fully finserted at
the time of the scram, not rod' motion occurred. -The' loss of the!

B channel caused a full scram because<the RPS was in;,its Lnon- ,

i coincidence mode with"the shorting links removed.; -
i

. q y ygo
_ r-

-'

> .

F ~ The' B RPS channel is powered'from a}l20 VAC instrument AC: panel which
! in turn receives power normally from a DC; source through~ an

inverter. ALnon-Class -lE1120 VAC power supply is used as, a backup.
An ' automatic transfer switch causes a" shift' to the backup power-
supply if the nomal source is lost. Between the tran'sfer switch'

and the B 120 VAC RPS instrument panel! are two' Class lE breakers -*

|
.in series which protect the B' RPS channel from overvoltage, under-
voltage or underfrequency conditions.

3

5 Based on a review of events, the licensee determined that a trans-
! fomer in the non-Class lE static inverter. cabinet had broken
| free of its mountings and fallen f onto afcapacitor bank.' The

capacitor bank shorted out and the nomal AC_. feed to the B RPS
; channel was lost. The transfer switch shifted to the backup power'

; supply. Because the backup power supply was at an. elevated voltage.
; (127. VAC), the two RPS panel-input breakers tripped on overvoltage
| (0V). Operators were able to clear the 0V indication on the CV
! relays, however, despite the change in indication, the OV' relay
I had not been reset. The operators then repeatedly attempted to i

L close the RPS panel . input breakers. As a result, the trip coils
! in these breakers were damaged.

~
~

;-
. Fuel handling was stopped and the RPS shorting links' were rein-

1

-stalled. Installation of the shorting links allowed the operators
,

to recover the RPS to a half scram condition, to thus close onen _

of the two scram pilot solenoid valves on each control. rod hydraulic
; control unit and to reset the scram discharge volume vent'and,

drain valves. A 4 hour ENS notification was made at 3:50 a.m. |

The licensee replaced the Class 1E breakers and lowered the trip
<

settings -on a transfomer in the power supply circuit for the 120 VAC
backup feed.- The RPS was then fully reset and fuel handling opera-
tions were restarted. Subsequently, the static inverter was repaired

,

f and the' inverter output was aligned to the B RPS channel. ~

i.

"No violations were identified except as.noted in Section 5.of
this report. _

,

.
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4.2 Inadvertent' ECCS Actuation ,
;

At about 12:51 p.m.,11/14, an initiation of the Division III ECCS
components and an _ automatic startup of the D13 diesel generator*

,

occurred as a ~ esult of an I & C technician venting a level trans-r
', mitter. All systems . actuated and operated as designed, however,

an injection _to the . reactor vessel did not occur because the core -
spray (CS) and low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) manual, injection
valves were tagged shut in support of initial full load activities.
The diesel generator achieved rated voltage and frequency but did
not close into the 4160V bus because offsite power was still available.

? Earlier, I & C had been contacted to resolve a problem with Level'
:. Transmitter (LT) 42-lN080C. The LT was ' causing a half-scram
! condition;on low reactor vessel water level. While venting the
[ transmitter, an apparent pressure perturbation was felt by all
j the transmitters on the common reference leg. These other trans-
: mitters included LT-42-lN091C and 1N091G, which are the LTs assoc-
'

iated with the low vessel level actuation of the ECCS systems. As ,

a result, the C CS and C LPCI pumps and the 013 diesel generator !

started. <-

1

: TheinspectorreviewedthesequencebfleventhwiththeOperations- I

Engineer, the Assistant Station ~ Superintendent and the shift-
operators. He also detennined that a four hour ENS call was made-

to the NRC Operations Center in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72.-
Further, the inspector-learned that similar problems had occurred

~

prior to issuance of the .0peratirig License.; Theicause appears to be
! a minor design problem with?the transmitter arrangement in that the

~

present design does not: easily allow filling a'nd" venting of the*

transmitters before? aligning-them to their variable and" reference
legs. Consequently, technicians 7are required'to conduct' the
alignment operations c'a'refully.' sThe inspector also learned that. a4

design change had been proposed 'which~would.- provide.a surge ~
>

: >
' chamber for the instrument racks ;to allow the transniitters to be4

filled and vented prior to"bein.g 'al;igned to the process -;
s

piping legs. t-
*

|
;, ~

,e -
,,

[ e, , , ,3 t . ,
'

,

Although.no violations were. identified. the inspectoi will'
review the licensee'siplanned corrective actions when.they.

i are identified via a subsequest Licensee ~ Event" Report.i
!. (50-352/84-65-03)- O,

~ ;2 -

8 -

,
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|
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4.3 Loss of -20 VDC Neutron Monitoring System Power Supply

At 0643 on 11/18, the -20 VDC power supply to the D Source
Range Monitor (SRM), D Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM) and H
IRM were lost as a result of an I & C technician attempting to
perfom surveillance' test ST-2-026-621-1 on the D Reactor
Enclosure Ventilation Exhaust Radiatiori Monitor. The radiation
monitor drawer is located in the same cabinet as_ the D SRM
and D and H IRM. Various SRM and IRM control room alarms and
computer alams annunciated but, as per the neutron monitoring
system design, no reactor trip occurred. , At the time of the event,
the plant was in Mode 5 -- refueling,' initial. fuel loading had

~

been completed and individual control rod scram testing was
underway, but no rods were withdrawny No other SRMsior. IRMs '
were inoperable or bypassed at the time, thus. the minimum channel
requirements of-Technical Sepcifications.3.3.1:and 3.9.2 for SRMs
and IRMs with the reactor protection system' shorting links removed
were met. The -20 VDC _ power supply was-restored and the. neutron

~

monitoring instruments 'were checked .to assure their protective
trip functions were operable. Core' alterations _ were then resumed
while the licensee and representatives ~of GeneralLElectric (GE)
continued their investigation of the event.

During 11/18, the licensee and GE det'5mine'd that for'the\D
SRM and D/H IRM, the -20 -VDC power supply keeps the alam annun-
ciator relays energized, b0t a +20 VDC supply holds in the protective

~

trip relays. Therefore, loss' of the -20 VDC source without a
simultaneous loss of the +20 VDC source may not cause protective
trips, but only the alams.

A test was then performed about 0330,11/19, in which the RPS
shorting links were installed and an oscillr. tor was connected

-

to the IRM preamplifier in place of the D IRM detector. The
oscillator was adjusted to give a readout of 100/125 units on
the D IRM meters. At the time, the D SRM was reading 30 cps,
from subcritical multiplication caused by a full core fuel load
with startup sources installed. The -20 VDC power supply was
de-energized. As a result, the following occurred:

1) both the IRM and SRM meters read downscale
indicating their loss of functional ability

,

to monitor neutron flux
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2) various SRM/IRM: alarms annunciated

3) a RPS B2 half-scram occurred but it did not
seal-in -- i.e., it could be immediately reset.

Based on the results of the test on 11/19, the licensee made an
- ENS report at 0600, 11/19 This report told of the 11/18 event

and-indicated that further investigation was underway to determine
why a scram signal occurred during the 11/19 test, but not during
the 11/18 event.

'

~ 0n:ll/21J23/84, further testing was. performed. During:this testing,
a multi-channel chart recorder was used to monitor _ parameters as
the -20-VDC power supply was de-energized, including:

.

1) the -15 VDC output from the IRM voltage regulator

2) the. IRM detector _ High . Voltage (HV) power supply output

3) the IRM upscale trip coil

4) the IRM Inop trip coil

5) The SRM upscale trip coil

For the first t'est,Ithe recorder was connected to the D SRM -
D/H IRM channels. The results of this test were:

1) the -15 VDC output. for IRM D ramped from -15 VDC
to 0 in a few seconds

'. a.
2) The D IRM HV) output initially dipped to approximately*

.s
~ ' 70 y then increased to 309 VDCw s

5 ;;
_

. .,

c 3) the _IRM D/H upscale" trip relay remained energized
f, .' i

..
. '.t "''

-
? .4) J the IRM D-Inod trip relay de-energized as the HVb.- -

'l voltageldropped..below 85 VDC, then cleared as the HV*

.
,

outp't recovered past 85 VDC:s - ''w u
- M< ' ':L . < . . , -,

5), the :IRM H 'Inopitrip relay remained energized (i.e. , .i

C 'nolRPSrtrip signal)-; <
-

%, . % ~. . . -
'

6) a RPS B2 half scram'on D IRM Inop occurred alongf
.

~
-

with variousfcontrol room alarms; the ' scram did not-

seal in because the D IRM Inop trip relay re-energized.,

The above test was repeated with the same results. ;

)-

,

.

5

A

!,

- u . _ - . . . . _ , _ . _ .. .__ . _ _
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Another test was performed on the D/H channols in which the H IRM
HV output was monitored to determine why a H IRM Inop trip did
not occur. The results were that the H IRM HV voltage dip only
went to 80 VDC while its Inop trip setpoint for low HV output
was 77 VDC.

Another similar test was performed on the cabinet containing
the A SRM A IRM and E IRM. The results of this test were that
both IRM dand E Inop trips occurred.

' To attempt to determine why an initial scram did not occur on
11/18, the D IRM channel was tested using the same method above,
only the D IRM HV output was first raised by 1 VDC. The results
of this test showed no IRM Inop trips, indicating the extent of the
dip that occurs in the IRM HV output is sensitive to the initial
voltage conditions. According to.GE, a change of 1 VDC in the'

nominal 100 VDC output from the HV power supply could be expected
to occur and is acceptable as far as nonnal IRM operation is
concerned.

GE has indicated that a design change could be made in which both
the +20 VDC and -20 VDC outputs are monitored; the loss of either
would trip the 120 VAC feed to the power supply and assure SRM
Upscale and IRM Upscale and Inop protective trips. A similar
modification has already been performed on the APRM instrument
by means of FDI-TNNA. At a Plant Operations Review Committee
(PORC) review meeting on 11/28/84, the committee decided to request that -
PECo Engineering install the GE-recomended modification as a
plant improvement prior to full power licensing. Further, PORC
directed that training:. memoranda be sent to each licensed operator
to inform them of the current design situation,

-
i

The significance of thi_s event at the point in time when it occurred
'

is minor. ' The RPS was in its:non-coincident mode of Neutron
Monitoring System trips. Therefore, a valid scram signal from
ariy'of the available instruments would have been able to implement
a full scram.

,

-s-

' During o'peration .at high power, the situation changes somewhat.
.With the SRMs and IRMs fully withdrawn, a loss of one -20 VDC
power supply may render its associated SRM and IRMs functionally
inoperable without clear-indication to 'the operators. Downscale
reading's on the affected instruments might not be questioned.a

~

/ Also, for those. instruments associated with RPS channels Al and
- - B1'(i.e., SRM A, B,'IRM. AE, CG), the -20 VDC is. not used to hold in

their associated alarm relays; the +20 VDC source is. Loss of '
-20 VDC to these instruments may or may not cause an Inop trip;
although'a review of the SRM test results indicates an SRM Inop
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alarm may result from a . drop in the SRM HV power supply output
,

' voltage. .Nevertheless,| application of the single failure'

criteria results in a loss of only one -20 VDC supply. Remaining
; in' place are 3 SRMs and 6 !IRMs. 'Out of these, no more than ..,

"
- 1 SRM and 1 IRM per RPS trip system could be bypassed. Therefore,

: as a result of the loss of power, at least 2.3RMs are.available
,

for indication in the-event of a plant' shutdown and one'or more-

-IRMs: per trip; system are still available."

; s

The inspector will follow the licensee's corrective actions. .'

(50-352/84-65-04)

4.4 Unmonitored Liquid Radwaste Release
.

At about'4:20 a.m..on November 28, 1984 the contents of Floor
- Drain Sample Tank #2 were discharged to the. Cooling Tower
Blowdown line with the liquid ~ radwaste effluent line monitor
inoperable. The licensee identified the problem and reported

,

it.to the NRC duty officer via the Emergency Notification System.

The Liquid Radwaste-Floor Drain Processing system is. provided
with a liquid process monitoring loop that draws a small,

irepresentative sample of . liquid from the discharge line, pumps
; > it throu'gh a radiation monitor and returns the sample flow to.the:
i discharge line downstream of the sample point. The radiation -
j monitor is not in service if the sample pump is not running since

,

i the sample rack would become a dead leg of stagnant water and the -

!- moni. tor would .not see a representative samp.e of liquid being .
; - released. :On. November 28, 1984 liquid radwaste discharge 84-43. -

L J. , , , ~ was, completed with the radiation monitoring sample- rack out of.
service due to the ifact that the sample pump was not running.~

i 'f3 .t

''i System. procedure S63'.1:C' " Transfer of Inventory from the Floor
" '

-~
Drain Sample Tank' NoS2 t(00T308)' to the Cooling Tower Blowdown Line"'/

listed the discharge pipe; sample rack in service as. a prerequisite.# *
- p

.

e
'

p ,% n,' ;- .

i 'w b ~ Indication was-available to the Radwaste Control: Room' Operator that
't - the sample rack was not in service,:however, he did not understand-.

.')
'

. |the. meaning of.the " Liquid Radwaste Discharge Hi/Lo Flow" annunciator.
.

'

*

;- The operator understood the annunciator to indicate high'or low'
,

..

L
~ " total" flow through-the discharge line, whereas in reality it

" ~

,

'

M. ( indicates >an abnormalsflow through the sample rack. - Since this-

! annunciator had been on for many days' and had not cleared during -j w- u

i recent. discharges,3 it was comonly believed among the operators that
!. * the annunciator or flow switch was not operating correctly. -' This:
;' -faulty'. understanding was aided by the fact that' alarm = response cards

^

; (werinot written or available to the-operator for alanns. in the
; Radwaste Control Room.- When an I & C technician investigated the-

.

-

4

- ' suspected problem, the true function'ofithe annunciator was; discovered;;
- The Radwaste operators then found that.for, release 84-43 2and others,

.

e

s s

j. - '4
t.

1 -- j

~ ' '

k
,

. _. _ .. ._ _ . _ _ . _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _: . .. ._
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^ the pump had been off during recent discharges and that at
least the most recent discharge was perfomed _ contrary to the

~

requirements of S63.1.C. A grab sample had been analyzed prior to each ,
release during the perfomance of S63.1.C and the inspector determined

: through the review of these analyses and discussions with chemistry.
n supervision that all samples had activity levels less than the lower-

,

} limit of detection (LLD).

The inspector infomed the licensee that the release of liquid
with the discharge pipe sample rack out of service was a violation

: .of Technical ~ Specification 6.8.1 '(50-352/84-65-05)

,

4.5 In addition; t'he followino other events were reviewe'di
. ..

j '4 5.1 Inadvertent control: room HVAC isolations due to spurious.

4 indications of high-chlorine concentrations in the air
intake-line on ll/15,o18 and 23/84.-

es.jy r- y<
;

<s 4.5.2 '1 Inadvertent containment isolation events on 11/15 and 26/84.
r, , . m, _ : : ~

,I 5.7[ Mon'thly Miin' ten'aIce: Obseriat! inn t
'

hhe inspec't$r. obke'rved' poirtions of the maintenance activities _ performed4

i t "to'repla_ce the: reactor protection , system.(RPS) power supply output- _

| .* breakers;which failed.and were' returned to service on 11/9/84. Included' ~

,

j ' in this observation was -an examination of the tagout prepared'to assure '

! personnel safetf during_the activity, a review of the applicable
a review of the applicable maintenance

-maintenan'ce request form (MRF) -840425,the Material Requisition to verify!
' request form (MRF)-840425, a review of!-

j , qualified components were used, and a review of: the testing performed prior i
!. ,,to.the breakers' return to. service.

'Thesentw$ breakers',"desig' at'ed cfiannels ZB and ZD in panel 1BC248, are
'

II
^

n 3~
!- Class IE, which provide' overvoltage (OV), undervoltage' (UV) Land under- ,

frequency (UF) protection'~for the RPS. system.1 They are installed-in
1

- the inverterbroom, off the cable spreading room.'

,

i~ The inspector Eound no problems with the MRF or the'tagout. 'He'd'ete$ -

i- mined that the Material R_equisition,18031-E-16', specified the use of'

breakers qualified to the appropriate IEEE standards. ,However, the.

:- Linspector identified a concern regarding the equipment's return-to ;

~

service.
' ' ' ~

^

L -Following installation, the' MRF called for performance of two surveillance
! tests, ST-2-036-622-1. and ST-2-036-624-1.: The completed STs were examined

and found to only check for the' proper response of the OV, UV and UF relays ~'

,

in panel IBC248 and not that the breakers trip on OV, UV and UF conditions'.L
,

Further, records examined indicated that the only other testing'| .-

L- performed on the replacement breakers was to demonstrate! acceptablet

!; T overcurrent trip setpoints and to ' demonstrate the operability:of the^

breaker shunt trip coils att low breaker control' power voltage levels.t >

[ ~ ' However, during discussions with a technician who performed the STs,
.

. the inspector learned that a test device:used-during the- STs.was altered
h. so that actual breaker trips were tested.; The breaker trip testing was
r not documented in the test records examined on ll/13/84-nor were the . .

", . . STs' appropriately changed or annotated to describe this test.' The'
-

o
, ,

t
e,. , , , . , , , - - , . . - - , |-,---+ ,,-+ - +,+ , - d _ r, - - - - . - - - - - - ,,,,-----,~~~,,J-A,, --.-~...L.,--..
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Elicensee's QA represente.tive indicated.that the breaker tests were
controlled by PECo Field Engineering procedures, but a test record

t had not been developed.-

The' inspector also noted that the MRF remained open as of 11/19/84,
and the. Operations Verification for this-MRF, required-by Adminis-
trative Procedures: A-26;and 41-_had not yet been done.

~ ' '

;

The inspector informed the licensee;that not' appropriately documenting
~

,

the:results'of the retesting perfomed on'the breakers and not-
completing the operations verification prior to returning them to
service:were violations'of proceiures A-26 and A-41 and Technical
Specification 6.8.1. (50-352/84-65-06) ~ '

6 Control Room HNitability N. - i i
^'

'

c . ,,

i- ~ , c

As a' result of se'veral . control ~ room HVAFevents and of diiservations of'
control room lineups to'isatisfy technical specificationfrequirements,. .

the inspector reviewed the-design and operation of those systems which
assure contml room habit'abil.ity. . The. Limerick contmlimom habita-
bility system, as described in FSAR' sections 6/4:and 9.'4,? includes-
five components: the control . room normal-fresh air radiation monitors,
the chlorine detection system, theitoxic1 gas' detection system, the.
control room emergency fresh' air. supply (CREFAS) syst'em,cand the
normal control room HVAC system. ?Theltoxic' gas, chlorine,and radiation '

. monitors are'used to indicate conditi6ns-in' which hetions are required
to protect' the contml room' personnel.' The: monitoring' systems and the
CREFAS system'are discussed in. Technical Specifications (TSs).

.

In its radiation isolation mode,~ the control room's normal . supply-and
exhaust lines are automatically isolated, a<CREFAS. fan automatically '

starts and a purified supply 'of fresh air is admitted to the control
i room to replenish air lost via outleakage>from the room. In the
! chlorine isolation mode, similar automatic actions occur. except that,
[ in this case, no fresh air is-supplied to the control room. For toxic

gas situations, the operators manually actuate the chlorine ~ isolation-:.

i mode. In each of tho above scenarios, the control room nomal HVAC
! systems operate in a recirculation mode with the operating CREFAS train

perfoming a feed and bleed operation on the recirculated air' stream. ;
-

Based on the inspector's review of the applicable TSs it appears that 3 of - i

I the 4 that apply may not explicitly state all requirements , sufficient
to establish the functional operability of the habitability system. <

; The TSs of concern .are 3.3.7.1 - Radiation Monitors, 3.3.7.8.1 - Chlorine -- -

y, Detection System and 3.7.2 - CREFAS system.

w;
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TS 3.3.7.1 specifies that 3' channels |of: radiation monitoring are
necessary and provides . remedial actions if less than 3 channels are'

,s '

L ' operable. : However, the system design includes 4 channelsJ Channels
A and B_ only control damper positions while C.and D: control. dampers.i '

is and fans'. From examination of the logic, the inspector. concluded that, '

with only;3; channels. required operable, the response of the habitability
'

,
_ system to a radiation problem would not be single-failure-proof. For-~

example,;if only channels- A, B and C were. operable, and either channels.

A or C fail to actuate, the control room would isolate, but a source of'

' - replenishment fresh air wculd not be provided, and the A train CREFAS
fan would either not start or trip on low flow.

Q > NS 3.3.7.'8.1 specifiks;'that *2; Chlorine D'etection Subsystems shall be~ operable at all times; 'However, there are 4 chlorine detectors used.
It appears that,' unless the1TS is interpreted to be addressing only.

~ .the.C and D channels, the resxnse of.the habitability system to a~

chlorine: intrusion would not: be single-failure proof.,

r . < , s,y y .

( ,[fTS nor its basesidefine.what7is meant by a CREFAS train.-La'stly,1TS 3.'7.2 r'equires 2 operable trains of the CREFAS. Neither theThe FSAR
m

indicates the1CREFAS system > includes the charcoal filters and the
i[ 'emergen' y fresh air' fans. . However, because the CREFAS system processesc*

1 the recirculated nomal!HVAC stream and not the control room directly,
" ~ -the CREFAS: system depends on'the normal HVAC supply and return subsystems

, c for-it to be able .to perform its design function. The nomal control
room HVAC. system is not addressed in TSs.

_

The inspe' tor discuss'ed the results of the evaluation presented abovec
with the Station Superintendent on 11/30/84. The inspector determined
that the licensee had previously evaluated both'the chlorine detection
TS and the need for a supply and return flowpath for the CREFAS system
and reached conclusions.similar to that discussed above. The
inspector reqeested that the licensee formally inform the operating
shifts of its position regarding TS 3.3.7.8.1 and .TS 3.7.2 and to . .
evaluate the content of TS 3.3.7.1. The acceptability of the control
room habitability system is considered unresolved pending NRC's
review of the licensee's evaluations and corrective actions.
(50-352/84-65-07)

7. Cold Weather Preparations
,

The inspector, on 11/21/84, reviewed the licensee's pmgram to prepare
the plant for cold weather operations. This program, described-in
draft General Plant procedure GP-7, . consisted of a series-of valve and
switch checkoff lists which aligned the HVAC systems in critical
areas, the heat tracing systeas for critical components and aligned-
circulating and service water systemsito operate in their winter modes.
Systems considered included:

_ . ,_

.-9

,-.
+

se
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Spray Pond Pumphouse HVAC
Diesel Generator Enclosure HVAC
Circulating Water Pumphouse HVAC
Refueling Water Storage Tank
Condensate Storage Tank
RHR Service Water System
Circulating Water Systerr

The GP was,in draft,- but had been approved by the Plant Operation
Review Committee and was awaiting final typing and signature by the
Station Superintendent. In discussions with the Operations Engineer,
the inspector determined that the Operations Engineer had provided the
draft of GP-7:to the operating shift on 11/15/84 as a vehicle to
implement his desires regarding the establishment of winter alignments
on critical systems. 'Because GP-7 solely consisted of a check list

"which specifically referenced other approved system operating procedures,
the inspector considered the draft GP-7 to have had the equivalent
' status to ~any other written directive from the Operations Engineer to
the operatina shift. Therefore the use of this draft procedure was,

acceptable. However,=the inspector informed the Operations Engineer and
.the Station Superintendent that GP-7 should be approved in order to
formally implement the station's cold weather protection program.

,Subseq;uently, on 11/30/84, GP-7 was approved and issued.

One additional concern was identified by the inspector as 'a result of
^ his; review of completed system. check off lists (COL). As of 11/21/84,
-C0.L-1 to' procedure S08.8A, dealing with the heat tracing and heating
steam supply to the #1 condensate storage tank (CST), was not included
with the rest of the COLs used to implement GP-7 on 11/15/84. At
the inspector's request, operators performed this COL. No valve or
switch manipulations were necessary, indicating that adequate cold weather
protection to the CST had already been provided.

The inspector had no further questions. No violations were identified.

8. Physical Security

The inspector routinely observed plant security operations to verify that
they were in accordance with the physical security plan and approved
procedures. These observations were made during regular and off shift
hours and included review of guard staffing, access _ controls, and
physical barriers in the protected and vital areas. The inspector
observed the performance of surveillance test. procedure ST-7-084-500-0
Rev.1 ". Security Light Surveillance and Calibration". This surveillance
included a night time check of the protected area boundary fence and
protected area lighting. A calibrated light meter was used to verify

t
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that the minimum lighting inten'sity of 0.2 foot-candles was available
in all areas.

- No violations were identified.

9 Unresolved' Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is necessary
to ascertain whether they are violations, deviations, or accepteble
items. Unresolved items are discussed in paragraph 6 of this
inspection report.

10. Exit Meeting

The NRC resident inspector discussed the issues and findings in this
report throughout the inspection period and at an exit meeting held
with Messrs. J. Corcoran and G. Leitch on November 30, 1984

,
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